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“The Patriot”
$369.00 – $399.00

Currently in stock.

While taking product photos, we

recognized that each of our watches had

it’s own distinct character, and this led to

their naming. The Patriot fit in with

pretty much anything that said USA or

Air Force, or any version of that.  Naming

it was easy. For the bold, the brave, the

Patriot.

Watch Case

Finish

Polished

Clear

“The Patriot”
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$369.00
In stock

Watch Band Color
Black Leather Band

SKU: patriotpolished

Categories: Watches, First Wave Watches

Tags: air force, army, aviation, aviator

watch, black watch, coast guard, navy,

operator, patriot watch, pilot training,

pilot's watch, wingman watch

ADD TO CART
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Description

Movement: Miyota OS20.

Japanese movement built by Citizen watch company.

3 positioned chronograph, which is a fancy term for “stopwatch”, but when used

in flying or driving for that matter, helps you determine speed, distance, etc.

3 sub-dials. 60 sec, 60 min, and 24 hrs.

Pull/Push crown used to set the time and date and to adjust chronograph

settings.

Case: 44mm wide, 11.5mm thick 316 stainless steel, comes in PVD black as well.

At 11.5mm this is incredibly thin, especially for a 44mm sized watch. This gives it

a sleek, low profile on your wrist, unlike many of the 44mm+ sized watches that

look big and bulky.

The case back is screw on stainless steel, which increases the thickness a fraction

more than the snap on backs, but provides a lot more protection and strength.

Hands: Luminescent markers on the minute and hour hands, as well as on all 3 sub-

dials.

Strap: Genuine oil tanned padded leather made in the USA.

22mm wide.

3 different colors (black, brown, and chestnut) with contrast stitching.

Water resistant with a stainless steel buckle.

Sapphire Crystal Window: Used in most high-end watches, it provides a much

higher scratch resistance than the more common mineral glass.

Hardness of 9 on the Mohs scale.
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Only surpassed by diamond in terms of hardness.

Water Resistance: By no means is this a diving watch, but it is water resistant to 100

meters (Note. Not water proof), though not recommended to spend a prolonged

amount of time in the water due to the leather strap.

Other internal components: Top and bottom rockers are 100% stainless steel, and

they run through a stainless steel routing into the movement.

A lot of cheaper watches will use a plastic router that breaks easily.

The stainless steel adds an additional cost but increases the strength by an order

of magnitude.

Related products
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PRODUCT TAGS

#

TWITTER FEED

One of our Viper

watches out in the

wild, hanging out in

an F-16. . . . .

CONTACT US

$ Headquartered : San

Diego, CA

% Email Address :

request@wingmanwatch.com

$469.00 $469.00 $469.00

C-5 Custom Watch

$469.00
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A-10 air force Airlift

army aviation Aviator

aviator watch black watch

brown leather C-5 C-17

C-130 classic watch

coast guard Custom Watch

Eagle wingman watch F-15

F-15E F-16

Fighting Falcon Galaxy

Globemaster III Hercules

KC-135 leather Moose

Nato strap navy

operator patriot watch

pilot's watch pilot training

Reach SEAD shirt

Strike Strike Eagle

the defender USAF

Viper Warthog

Wild Weasel Wingman

wingman watch YGBSM

#

#

#wingmanwatches

#wearyourexperience…

https://t.co/f0sTqKLn4T

176 days ago

A rare occurrence:

From snow to surf

in less than an hour

in San Diego.

#wingmanwatches

#customwatch…

https://t.co/dx1CvUwa06

230 days ago

Wingman Watches

has begun new

build campaigns this

week and this B-2

Spirit is one of

them. We have been

working wi…

https://t.co/cctUch7yXA

271 days ago
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